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The Greek government is still attempting to negotiate a long-term solution to the country’s debt
problem, but what are the lasting implications of the 2015 Greek parliamentary elections for politics
in Greece? Alexia Katsanidou and Simon Otjes present a new model for understanding the
Greek party system. They argue that with the country’s economy becoming so closely linked to the
issue of Europe, politics within Greece can no longer be understood along traditional left-right lines.
Instead parties are now distinguished on the one hand by their stance toward the country’s bailout
programme, and on the other by a cultural dimension which incorporates their stances on
immigration and other socio-cultural issues.
Most of the coverage following the Greek elections on 25 January has focused on the new
government’s attempts to negotiate a deal over the country’s debt – with a provisional four month
extension of the existing bailout programme being announced on 20 February. The elections were
also signiﬁcant, however, due to the profound changes which have taken place in the Greek party
system since the previous parliamentary elections in 2012.
The result of the elections initially puzzled many observers given the nature of the new governing coalition. The
government that emerged consisted of Alexis Tsipras’ Coalition of the Radical Left (Syriza) and the Independent
Greeks (ANEL), a nationalist, populist party. This raised the question as to why a party of the radical left would
choose to cooperate with a radical right-wing populist party. The key to understanding why this occurred is to
appreciate the changing nature of the Greek political space.
In the literature on European party systems, one model currently dominates. It has been put forward most eloquently
by Hanspeter Kriesi and co-authors in a 2008 book which identiﬁes two separate dimensions within a party system.
First, there is an economic dimension that separates the left from the right. This dimension concerns issues such as
privatisation, budget cuts and welfare state reforms. Second, there is a cultural dimension that separates parties
favouring national demarcation (closed borders, less EU integration) from parties favouring European integration
and open borders.
However, this model clearly fails to describe the Greek policy space. Instead, we have developed an alternative two-
dimensional model of the Greek party system, with a dimension that concerns cultural issues (immigration, security)
and a European dimension that concerns both economic and EU integration questions, as shown in the Figure
below. The model is based on a Mokken scaling procedure of the policy positions of Greek political parties in the
Voting Advice Application Choose 4 Greece.
Figure: Model of the Greek party system
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Note: The Chart uses a scoring system between 0 and 4 for each dimension. The cultural
dimension is not related to the economy, but instead indicates whether a party is
traditional/authoritarian on socio-cultural issues (low score) or more liberal/cosmopolitan on
these issues (high score). A higher score on the economic pro/anti-EU dimension indicates a
party is anti-memorandum (and therefore anti-austerity). The parties are: Coalition of the
Radical Left (Syriza); New Democracy (ND); Golden Dawn (XA); The River (Potami);
Communist Party of Greece (KKE); Independent Greeks (ANEL); Panhellenic Socialist
Movement (Pasok); Movement of Democratic Socialists (KIDISO); Democractic Left (DIMAR);
Anticapitalist Left Cooperation for the Overthrow (ANTARSIA). For details of the methodology
see the accompanying article by Simon Otjes and Tom Louwerse.
The reasoning behind this model is the following: since 2010 one cannot think of economic issues without
considering the relationship between Greece and the EU. When Greece entered into its economic crisis and was no
longer able to acquire ﬁnancing from international ﬁnancial markets, it required two bailout packages. These came
with agreements (memoranda) between the Greek government and the Troika (EU, ECB and IMF) that dictated far-
reaching budget cuts, acts of privatisation and welfare state reform. This dictated policy set the main lines of the
Greek economic programme for the coming years.
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What is more, accepting this policy became connected with remaining in the Eurozone and the EU, both in the
public debate and at the negotiation table. It also linked support for the memoranda and Greece’s continued
membership of the Eurozone to concrete economic measures, normally considered part of the left-right dimension. It
was no longer possible to oppose austerity policies without raising the question of leaving the euro or the EU.
This division placed highly heterogeneous parties on the same side of the spectrum. Together with Syriza and the
Independent Greeks on the side of those who opposed the memorandum were the Communist Party of Greece
(KKE) and the extreme right Golden Dawn (XA). The centre-right New Democracy (ND), the centre-left Pasok and
newly established centrist party The River were on the side of those who wanted to respect the memorandum.
The political debate during the election was mainly based on the economy, as people grew tired of continued
austerity. The dominant line of conﬂict was not the left/right line of conﬂict, but rather a dimension that concerned
both economic issues (the privatisations, budget cuts and reforms endorsed by the Troika) and the question of
Greece’s role in the EU. From this perspective, a coalition government between the anti-austerity parties Syriza and
ANEL not only makes sense, but is the one with the smallest policy distance on this dimension. With 13 seats, ANEL
was also the smaller potential coalition partner available to Syriza, which ties in with the so called ‘minimum
coalition size theory’ – i.e. by selecting the smaller party, Syriza ensured it would have more room for manoeuvre
within the coalition.
At the same time, despite the focus on the economy at present, socio-cultural issues are no less pressing in Greece.
Immigration, LGBT rights, and the church-state relationship play a major role in the country’s political debate and the
new government will have to propose legislation in these areas. On these cultural issues we do ﬁnd a type of
traditional left-right division, but in Greece in 2015 the left and right divide no longer concerns economic issues
(which have all been subsumed in the European dimension) but rather the division between those who favour a
traditional, authoritarian and nationalist view of society and those who favour a more libertarian and cosmopolitan
society. This comes very close to the cultural integration-demarcation dimension that Kriesi and others have
proposed, but is entirely independent of the left-right division.
Cultural issues will be a major source of conﬂict for the Tsipiras cabinet: Syriza and ANEL stand on opposites sides
of the spectrum when it comes to immigration, citizenship, gay marriage and civil rights. The libertarian proposals by
Syriza may well be blocked by their coalition partner, as ANEL would not tolerate legislation so far away from the
party’s main ideological lines.
This new model is a break from traditional understandings of the Greek policy space, but the growing inﬂuence of
European actors over budgetary policy in all Eurozone member states may have the net eﬀect of undermining the
strength of the economic left/right dimension in party systems. As the EU sets the limits of economic policy across
Europe, it becomes increasingly diﬃcult to think of economic issues independent of the question of EU integration.
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